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Evelyn Sakar of Chuathbaluk,

Yulista 2021 interns, left to right: Terrance Slats, Adeline Dyment, Jaclyn Kernak, Katelyn Holmberg,
Angelina Kimoktoak, Roselyn Evans, Josette John, and Misty Sundown.

Teacher-Apprentice, Kuspuk School District

GROWING OUR OWN
TEACHER APPRENTICESHIPS AVAILABLE IN YK REGION

Evelyn Sakar of Chuathbaluk has been a teacher aide in
the Kuspuk School District for many years. Under a new
apprenticeship program supported by Calista Corporation
and its educational nonprofit, she’s working toward an
Associate Teacher Degree.
It’s a new way to tackle an old problem. Everyone wants
to reduce high teacher turnover rates and train up local
teachers in the Yukon Kuskokwim Region. But even when
funding is secured, barriers to “growing our own” teachers
have remained high.
Sakar is shy about discussing her studies because she wants
to succeed before encouraging others to apply. She’s had
some difficulties, at times, and credits Calista Workforce
and Shareholder Development staff for keeping her
motivated.
“Also, I’m really thankful I was funded by a Calista
Education and Culture, Inc., scholarship,” she says. “I’m
very happy that they are involved.” Additional support for
the Associate Teacher Apprenticeship program comes
from grants provided by the Association of Village
Council Presidents and the State of Alaska’s Registered
Apprenticeship program.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 10

CALISTA OFFERS RECORD NUMBER
OF INTERN POSITIONS IN ‘22
INTERNS RECEIVE COMPETITIVE PAY, NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
AND MANY OTHER BENEFITS
Calista Corporation and its subsidiaries are offering a record 40 internships
this year to Shareholders and Descendants attending a four-year college or
vocational/technical school and holding a 2.0 GPA.
The intern program has
grown dramatically since
2010, when 7 positions
were available. The highest
number of intern positions
Calista has offered in the
past was 28 internships in
2019, before the COVID-19
pandemic hit.

“THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF CALISTA’S
INTERNSHIPS IS THE OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD LONGLASTING PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS THAT CAN
LEAD TO SUCCESSFUL, WELL-PAYING CAREERS.”
- Leila Johnson,
Calista Corp.’s Shareholder Training
& Development Specialist

According to Calista’s
Human Resources staff,
some Calista programs and holding lines are offering brand-new internships,
while others are hiring more interns than they did in the past.
“More managers are seeing the benefits of hosting an intern,” explains Leila
Johnson, Calista Corp.’s Shareholder Training & Development Specialist.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 5
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: CARES UPDATE

BOARD MESSAGE: BOARD NOMINEE SOLICITATION ANNOUNCEMENT
Robert Beans, Board Chair

Robert Beans, Board Chair

THE DEADLINE FOR
CALISTA’S RECEIPT
OF COMPLETED
NOMINEE
MATERIALS
IS 5 P.M. ON
WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 2, 2022.

The Calista Corporation (“Calista”) Board of
Directors is seeking the nomination of Shareholders
for the three (3) Director seats up for election at the
Calista Annual Meeting of Shareholders on June 3,
2022. This solicitation is for Shareholder nominees
wishing to be included in the Calista Corporation
Board Proxy process.
The director seats open for election are
Administrative Unit 4 (Kwethluk, Napaskiak,
Oscarville, Napakiak, Eek), Administrative
Unit 5 (Tuntutuliak, Quinhagak, Goodnews Bay,
Platinum, Kwigillingok, Kipnuk, Kongiganak), and
Administrative Unit 6 (Mekoryuk, Chefornak,
Toksook Bay, Umkumiute, Tununak, Nightmute,
Newtok, Mertarvik). Nominees must hold a voting
Calista share associated with a village listed in the
unit, be at least 18 years of age, promise to fully
comply with the Calista Code of Business Ethics
and Conduct for Directors upon election, and meet
the other eligibility requirements in the Nominee
Packet. Each Director will hold office for a term of
three (3) years.
You can request a Nominee Packet from Calista
from 8 a.m. on Tuesday, February 1, 2022 to the

close of nominations at Calista’s Anchorage office
at the contact information below or by e-mailing
packetrequest@calistacorp.com. It is recommended
that you request the Nominee Packet as soon as
possible after they are available. This will allow
adequate time for the packet to be sent to you and
time for you to read and complete the required
paperwork and send it back to Calista.
The Nominee Packet includes, among other items:
(1) Checklist for Nominees; (2) Calista Corporation
Bylaws; (3) Calista Corporation Election Policies
and Procedures; (4) Calista Corporation Code of
Business Ethics and Conduct for Directors; (5) State
of Alaska Information for Shareholders of ANCSA
Corporations; (6) ANCSA Proxy Regulations;
(7) Nominee Application Form; (8) Nominee
Agreement; and (9) Nominee Personal Statement
Form.
The deadline for Calista’s RECEIPT of completed
nominee materials is 5 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 2, 2022. The materials must be received at
Calista’s Anchorage office by hand delivery, mail,
fax, or electronic transmission on or before the
deadline.

CALISTA CORPORATION SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTION SOLICITATION
Shareholders who are individual or joint record owners of at least .25%
of the outstanding shares of Calista may request a Resolution Packet
in order to submit a resolution for adoption or a proposal for other
Shareholder action (Shareholder Resolution) at the June 3, 2022 Annual
Meeting of Shareholders. Each Shareholder Resolution must include the
name, address, number of shares, signature, and date of signature of
each Shareholder submitting the Resolution. Shareholder Resolutions
must also include the name and contact information for at least one
Proponent and a supporting statement of 500 words or less. The
Proponent must be a Shareholder. The Proponent shall be responsible
for ensuring that the Resolution complies with the Calista Election
Policies and Procedures and all other applicable laws.
Shareholders may request a Resolution Packet from Calista from
8 a.m. on February 1, 2022 until the deadline for receipt of resolutions
from Calista’s Anchorage office at the contact information below or by
e-mailing packetrequest@calistacorp.com.
Resolutions which would require an amendment of the bylaws or
articles of incorporation in order to be given effect, or which are in the
form of such an amendment, shall be treated as a proposal for such an
amendment, and must meet applicable requirements in order to be
adopted.
The Board may reject a proposed Resolution if the Proponent
has already submitted three (3) other proposed Resolutions to be
considered at the same meeting or if a similar Resolution has already
been submitted for the same meeting. The Board may reject as invalid a
Resolution that contains false or misleading information or if the subject
matter of the proposed Resolution is not appropriate for action by the
Shareholder. If the wording of a proposed Resolution that is otherwise
valid is confusing or lacks clarity, the Board may direct the General
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Counsel to revise the wording of the proposed Resolution to clarify
the meaning. The Board may reject an otherwise valid Shareholder
Resolution if: (i) the same or a similar Resolution has been submitted
and voted on by the Shareholders at either of the prior two (2) annual
meetings or any special meeting within the two (2) years before the
scheduled date of the meeting for which the Resolution is submitted,
and (ii) the vote of the Shareholders in favor of the previous Resolution
was (A) less than one-third (33.33%) of the total outstanding shares
of Calista if the Resolution was to amend the Bylaws or other matters
requiring more than a majority of those present at the meeting, or (B)
less than one-third (33.33%) of the shares voting in person or by proxy
at the meeting in question if the matter requires a majority of those
present at the meeting to be enacted.
The Resolution Packet includes, among other items: (1) Checklist for
Shareholder Proposing Resolution for Annual Meeting; (2) Calista
Corporation Shareholder Resolution Review Standards; (3) Calista
Corporation Bylaws; (4) Calista Corporation Election Policies and
Procedures; and (5) ANCSA Proxy Regulations.
The deadline for Calista’s RECEIPT of proposed resolutions is 5 p.m.
on Friday, February 18, 2022. The proposed Resolution must arrive at
Calista’s Anchorage office by mail, fax, or electronic transmission on or
before the deadline.
If you have questions about the Annual Meeting election and
Shareholder Resolution process, contact the Calista Legal Department at
the Calista’s office noted below.

Andrew Guy, President and CEO

Calista Corporation has coordinated the
remaining CARES Act Tribal Relief funds to
provide meaningful impact to our Shareholders—
through food security, ice roads, and assistance
for those experiencing homelessness.
Andrew Guy, President and CEO

“CARES ACT
FUNDING HAS
ALLOWED US
TO PROVIDE
SHAREHOLDERS
WITH A FEW
NECESSITIES
DURING THIS
ONGOING
PANDEMIC.”

In August 2021, Calista received $12.2 million
in CARES Act funding, about 2 percent of the
funds set aside for Alaska Native Corporations,
and had to dedicate the use of these funds by
the end of December 2021. The Board directed
up to $11.4 million—or 93 percent—to be
available for direct financial assistance to
Shareholders. The Board also directed $10,000
to purchase fish for distribution to lower
Yukon River communities experiencing a
salmon disaster.

HOLIDAY FOOD DISTRIBUTION
Calista provided over $17,000 to BCSF to distribute
meals—including turkey, ham and other holiday
foods—during December. The donation made it
possible for families in Bethel and nearby communities
to provide holiday meals to their loved ones, after
BCSF ran out of turkeys in late November.

YK REGION FOOD SECURITY PROGRAM
Calista provided $1.6 million to BCSF to initiate a food
security program. This is a timely program to assist
families and individuals struggling to put food on the
table, given the devastating lack of subsistence fishing
last year and this winter’s supply chain problems
impact food delivery.

Each Shareholders who applied and qualified
for Calista CARES Act financial assistance by
the November 30 deadline received a $325
distribution. Nearly 80 percent of Shareholders
applied and qualified by the deadline.

BCSF’s new food security program is the first step in
an effort to provide Shareholders in the Region with a
reliable way to fight hunger.

The Board also directed Calista staff to
determine an appropriate way to spend any
CARES Act funds remaining after the financial
assistance program ended, meeting strict U.S.
Treasury requirements for the use of these
funds. As a result, this winter, we entered into
agreements with nonprofits for the following
projects:

Calista provided $185,000 to the Native Village of
Napaimute to maintain and extend the Kuskokwim ice
road. The donation helped to fill a budget shortfall due
to cuts from the state and it also meant that Tribes did
not need to be asked for additional ice road funds.

•$
 17,000 for holiday food distribution
for residents in Bethel and surrounding
villages via Bethel Community Services
Foundation (BCSF)
•$
 1.6 million for extensive food security
program via BCSF
•$
 185,000 for Kuskokwim ice road via the
Native Village of Napaimute
•$
 500,000 to support purchase of the
Sockeye Inn in Anchorage to help those
experiencing homelessness, via the
Rasmuson Foundation

KUSKOKWIM ICE ROAD

The plowing took three days to complete and reached
from Napakiak to Kalskag. The Native Village of
Napaimute later worked on building it out to Aniak.

SOCKEYE INN PURCHASE
Calista provided $500,000 to help fund the purchase
of the Sockeye Inn, a former small hotel in Anchorage,
to serve as a new shelter for medically fragile people
who are experiencing homelessness and are at
particularly high risk due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Anchorage social service agencies have a number of
beneficiaries who self-report they are from or have ties
to the YK Region.
The purchase of the Sockeye Inn is underway through
a partnership being led by Rasmuson Foundation, the
Municipality of Anchorage and Weidner Apartment
Homes, with multiple supporters and funders that
include two additional Alaska Native corporations,
Doyon, Limited and Chugach Alaska Corp. Funds are
being held by the Alaska Community Foundation.
Our mission has always been to provide you, our
Shareholders, with benefits and opportunities. CARES
funding has allowed us to provide some additional
support to our Shareholders during this ongoing
pandemic.

5015 Business Park Blvd., Suite 3000, Anchorage, AK 99503
Phone 907-275-2800; Toll Free 800-277-5516; Fax 907-275-2929
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NORDIC CALISTA SERVICES TO HOST 4 INTERNSHIPS
ONE POSITION TO WORK ON NORTH SLOPE
Four Calista Descendants will have a brand-new opportunity this
summer to intern with Calista’s energy subsidiary, Nordic Calista
Services.
Normally, Nordic Calista doesn’t hire interns. Energy service
companies are usually lean with personnel and less likely to hire
people without previous experience.
Bektuq Holding LLC President
David Farmer would like to change
that. He sees internships as a great
opportunity for Nordic Calista
and for young Shareholders, given
management’s commitment to train,
supervisor and mentor interns.

David Farmer,

President, Bektuq Holding LLC

“It’s a Shareholder company. There’s
an obligation to give the opportunity
to those who may not otherwise have
it,” he says.

Farmer says boosting Shareholder
hire and providing internship opportunities can provide long-term
advantages to a company that must compete for its business.
Farmer’s 30 years in the global enrgy industry convinced him a
workforce of different ages, genders and backgrounds is likely to
be more dynamic and high-performing. In addition, hiring local
talent can translate to workers staying longer with the company,
which is a significant benefit, Farmer says.
Right now, Bektuq is recruiting one Nordic Calista field support
intern to work on the North Slope, and three positions that
will likely be based in Anchorage, working in human resources,
financial planning, and health, safety and environment (HSE).

Each intern will be given a project and will be required to provide
project updates and a final report at the end of the internship.
Farmer encourages college and trade school students to review
the job descriptions and consider applying. The energy industry
is a great fit for people with strong math, engineering, and even
people skills, he says.

“THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
IS VERY OPEN TO PEOPLE
WHO ARE INDEPENDENT
THINKERS, WILLING TO STEP
UP AND SAY, ‘I THINK WE
CAN DO THIS BETTER.”
		

- David Farmer, President, Bektuq Holding LLC

“The ideal fit is someone who will question the status quo.
The energy industry is very open to people who are independent
thinkers, willing to step up and say, ‘I think we can do something
better,’” Farmer says. “My intent is they finish the internship
enthusiastic about Bektuq, and Nordic Calista in particular.”

SHAREHOLDER IN BUSINESS RECOGNIZED
ON NATIONAL LEVEL
JOSHUA VO, LEADER FROM THE REGION

Joshua Vo, a Shareholder born
and raised in Anchorage and St.
Mary’s, has an inspiring story
to tell. He currently works as
Director of Compliance at Koniag
Government Services, the federal
contracting arm of the Regional
Native Corporation based in Kodiak.
Joshua Vo,
He earned his Bachelor of Business
Calista Shareholder & Director
Administration from the University
of Compliance at Koniag
Government Services
of Alaska Anchorage (UAA)
and enriched his education with
internships at a Calista Corporation
subsidiary and at the U.S. Senate.
He was recognized by the National Center for American
Indian Enterprise Development (NCAIED) as one of the
Native American 40 Under 40. Every year, NCAIED recognizes
40 emerging American Indian and Alaska Native leaders under
the age of 40 from across the country, showing what young
Native American and Alaska Native leaders are capable of and
have already accomplished.
“Growing up I would go back to St. Mary’s in the summer and
winter to see my aunts, uncles, cousins and grandparents,” Vo

“IT TOOK ME A LITTLE LONGER TO FINISH COLLEGE THAN A TRADITIONAL
STUDENT, BUT YOU HAVE TO KEEP GOING TO ACCOMPLISH WHAT YOU
WANT TO DO—THAT KEPT ME ON TRACK.”
		

- Joshua Vo, Calista Shareholder and Director of
Compliance at Koniag Government Services

says. “We would get out and go exploring—traveling upriver.
In the wintertime we would take snowmachines.”
Vo loves getting out on the water to fish and hunt. He grew
up learning how to setup traditional snares for subsistence
hunting, to creating his family’s own tradition of having a
barbeque gathering.
“We would do lots of fishing and bird hunting in the fall time,”
Vo says. “It’s just an amazing experience to be out in the
middle of the Region with family.”
His current position contrasts that of rural Alaska but has deep
roots to the indigenous people of Alaska. Joshua has been
working for the Koniag family of companies for the past eight
years—moving up along the way to his current Director-level
position.
When asked how to reach a level of success that takes years
of experience, he began with the simple answer: “Keep
going.”
“To reach your goals you can’t be complacent. You always
need to be hungry for the next challenge—whether it be
finishing college, finding a job, or doing your job well,” Vo says.
As a Calista Shareholder pursuing his business degree, Vo
was able to apply for and receive the Calista Education and
Culture, Inc. (CECI) scholarship. The CECI scholarship program
awards scholarships to eligible Calista Shareholders and
Descendants pursuing education through a trade or vocational
school, college, or university.
“It took me a little longer to finish college than a traditional
student,” Vo says. “But you have to keep going to accomplish
what you want to do—that kept me on track.”

CALISTA OFFERS RECORD NUMBER OF INTERN POSITIONS IN ‘22
INTERNS RECEIVE COMPETITIVE PAY, NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES AND MANY OTHER BENEFITS
For example, she says, new
positions have been added in
human resources, oil and gas,
engineering, finance, logistics and
government relations.

Leila Johnson,

Calista Corp. Shareholder
Training & Development
Specialist

Calista Shareholder Michelle Lopez is an Accounts Payable Technician for Nordic Calista Services.
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Calista’s nonprofit arm, Calista
Education & Culture, Inc. (CECI)
also continues to offer internship
positions for transcriber/translators
and other roles supporting CECI’s
mission to promote Yuuyaraq,
the traditional way of being in the
Calista Region.

All interns gather each Tuesday, in virtual meetings, to learn
from experts about our Region’s culture, stories and crafts, and

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

receive professional career guidance from Calista executives
and other leaders in the Alaska Native community.
“The most important aspect of Calista’s internships is the
opportunity to build long-lasting professional relationships that
can lead to successful, well-paying careers,” Johnson says.
In the coming months, Johnson will work closely with company
managers to make sure the best possible job matches are
made for prospective interns. Ultimately, Calista wants to
build lasting professional networks with its Descendants and
place successful candidates in apprenticeships and full-time
employment, she says.
Her advice for prospective interns: “Let your passion and
enthusiasm lead you to a place to serve,” she says. “Be patient
and never stop learning and developing. The intern program is
a great place to start.”
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YULISTA BACKPACK CAMPAIGN
BACKPACK DONATIONS TO GOODNEWS BAY, PLATINUM & QUINHAGAK
Students in Goodnews Bay, Platinum and Quinhagak received
backpacks, supplies and hats before the beginning of this school
year. Schools also received extra teacher supplies for students to
use while learning in the classroom.

“These students are my kids, and if they need supplies, I will
provide for them,” says Hansja Braam, the one teacher for Arviq
School. “This is a blessing to be stocked up for the school year,
and for each student to have their own supplies.”

Through Yulista Holding LLC—a subsidiary of Calista
Corporation—employees raised enough money and gathered
items to provide over 1,280 backpacks and school supplies across
the communities we work!

Aidan Ramirez, a 10th grader at Arviq School in Platinum, wants
to pursue a degree in business. In the future he wants to open his
own business.

Yulista CARES is an employee driven community service initiative.
It stands for: Community, Appreciation, Relations, Employee
Support.

“THE BACKPACK OF
SUPPLIES WILL HELP
US A LOT, BECAUSE THE
SCHOOL IS SOMETIMES
SHORT OF SUPPLIES. IT’S
KIND OF HARD TO GET
THINGS. IT’S GREAT TO
SEE THESE DONATIONS
FROM PEOPLE LIKE
CALISTA AND YULISTA.”
		

- Aidan Ramirez,
10th grader at Arviq School in Platinum

“The backpack of supplies will help us a lot, because the school
is sometimes short of supplies. It’s kind of hard to get things. It’s
great to see these donations from people like Calista and Yulista,”
says Aidan.
The 2021-22 school year marks the eighth year that the
Yulista team championed a campaign to deliver backpacks
full of school supplies for the children and teachers in the
Calista Region, along with schools and programs in their own
communities.
“The flashlights are good when [the other students] have to come
to school in the dark, and they have nice hats, so their heads don’t
get cold,” says Aidan. “All the school supplies we need means we
can bring them home without having to borrow supplies.”
Quinhagak is the largest of the three villages, with a population
of about 700 people. Yulista CARES provided 250 backpacks
and supplies for students at the village’s school Kuinerrarmiut
Elitnaurviat.
Goodnews Bay, with a population of about 300 people, is the
home of Rocky Mountain School. The school has six teachers
and 8 staff members, with around 75 students.
“Having new school supplies is good for us. For me, it makes me
excited about school,” says Chenoa Chingliak, 10th grader in
Goodnews Bay.
James Bright, an 11th grader in Goodnews Bay, says he wants to
pursue a career as an Alaska State Trooper or Village Public Safety
Officer in the village.
“You need an education to get just about any job out there,” says
James. “Even if it’s a simple part-time job, you may need proof
of an education. With Calista [and Yulista] coming out to donate
school supplies, it may help me reach that goal just a little bit
faster.”

Backpacks and supplies went to communities in Alabama, Alaska,
New Jersey and Hawaii—all in communities reached by Calista
and Yulista. Backpacks contained pens, pencils, highlighters,
notebooks, dental kits, flashlights and beanies.
Twenty-six teachers and staff received school supplies in Alaska.
Supplies included tape, printer paper, post-it notes, staplers,
scissors, pens, pencils, dry erase markers and more.
Platinum, a village of about 50 people, is made up of a one-room,
multi-grade schoolhouse—Arviq School. About 13 students in
elementary school to high school share the home-like setting at
the school.
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DONLIN GOLD RAMPS UP HIRING
FOR BUSY 2022 PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS ALSO RAMPING UP

RECAP OF 2021

During its 2021 drilling program, Donlin Gold LLC employed
Calista Corporation and The Kuskokwim Corporation
(TKC) Shareholders from more than 20 Yukon Kuskokwim
communities, achieving 70 percent Shareholder hire at the
project site.

UPCOMING IN 2022
Donlin Gold is ramping up for
its largest field program since
permitting began ten years
ago. Due to the expected 40
percent increase in drilling
activity, personnel will begin
arriving at camp at the end of
January or early February.

Last year’s drilling focused on additional geologic analysis,
necessary for a future construction decision, and projects related
to environmental and subsistence protections. For example,
Donlin Gold conducted additional study of the Kuskokwim
rainbow smelt migration to help plan for future river
transportation. The smelt study in 2021 focused on larval smelt
and adds to multiple years of ground-breaking data collection
paired with traditional knowledge from subsistence users.
Donlin Gold also expanded its aquatic resources monitoring
program, begun in 2020, and launched a multi-year project to
restore historical placer mining disturbances in the nearby Snow
Gulch area to improve aquatic habitat.
Last year’s community service projects by Donlin Gold included
its 5th annual Backhaul event, removing hazardous electronic
waste from 30 YK villages, and sponsorship of Clean Up Green
Up projects in 50 villages. Donlin also provided emergency
water donations to Tuluksak after its devastating fire, and
salmon donations to Yukon River communities suffering
from the collapse of their salmon runs. Donlin also helped fund
the Kuskokwim Ice Road and the Alaska EXCEL and Camp Fire
programs for our youth. Quyana!

Arnold Phillips of Kwigillingok,
Donlin Gold Core Cutter

Once the field season is in full
swing, roughly 100 people
will be working at camp at
any given time, the maximum
to provide individual sleeping
quarters, one of many
important COVID mitigation
measures.

As owner of the mineral resources, Calista continues to exercise
oversight as the Donlin Gold Project advances to the final decision
stages.
Calista’s oversight includes everything from Shareholder hire
to ensuring our subsistence resources are protected, says
Tisha Kuhns, Calista’s Vice President for Land and Natural
Resources.
“The simple reason we have oversight of this project is because
our Elders in the Region selected these lands for Alaska Native
land ownership,” Kuhns says.
“Donlin Gold continues to be a responsible partner, listening to
and addressing our input.”

“WE HAVE A BUSY PROGRAM
THIS YEAR AND EXPECT TO
HIRE MANY CALISTA AND
TKC SHAREHOLDERS.”
		

- Samantha Angaiak Miller,
Donlin Gold Communications
and Tribal Liaison Coordinator

Samantha Angaiak Miller,
Donlin Gold Communications & Tribal Liaison Coordinator

Donlin recently held job
fairs in Bethel and Aniak. “We have a busy program this year
and expect to hire a lot of Calista and TKC Shareholders,” says
Samantha Angaiak Miller, Donlin Gold Communications and
Tribal Liaison Coordinator.
Work on the project is nearing the feasibility study stage, a
necessary step to advance the project to a construction decision.
In addition, Donlin Gold continues efforts to secure a few
remaining state permits and authorizations for the project.

- Gerald Beans,

Donlin Gold
Environmental Technician

Sinca Atchak of Chevak, Donlin Gold Drilling Support

Learn more:
8
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GROWING OUR OWN

TEACHER APPRENTICESHIPS AVAILABLE IN YK REGION
LOCAL PARTICIPATION
So far, two YK school districts—Yupiit and Kuspuk—have
hired apprentices, and more are welcome to participate,
says Jacqueline Garcia, a Calista Workforce and Shareholder
Development coordinator who assisted the school districts with
setting up the program.
Teacher apprenticeships are also open to junior high school
students, not just adults, Garcia says.
Currently, the wages for teacher aides are very low compared
to the cost of living in rural Alaska. It is incumbent on the local
school boards to provide incentives for residents to participate,
if they want to grow their own teachers and provide economic
opportunities, growth, financial stability, and self-sufficiency, she
says.

A PARADIGM SHIFT
Lance Jackson, principal of the Yupiit School District’s Akiak
School, worked with Garcia to implement the program in his
district.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

He agrees programs like this are important. However, for the
Associate Teacher Apprenticeship program to really succeed in
rural school districts, he thinks a paradigm shift is needed in the
educational system. People do not have to leave their village to
attain college degrees. And a system of on-the-job learning and
college needs to be established to provide ease for those who
cannot leave home due to family restrictions.
Online learning by independent study is very challenging at the
village level, however, group study and mentorship is provided
with an apprenticeship.
Jackson says village residents could more easily advance into
teaching positions if they could gain their required certifications
through on-the-job training. Beyond that, the apprentices need
childcare support from their communities, so they can study
without distraction.
Jackson expresses the need for a local program, “It’s up to
us now, at the community level, to push this teacher program
forward in our districts and maybe expand it to others.”

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

ASSOCIATE TEACHER APPRENTICESHIPS AVAILABLE IN YK REGION
Earn an Associate Degree and become a Type E Associate
Teacher II while working on the job and attending college online
in your home village. Programs are currently available in the
Kuspuk and Yupiit School Districts.

Earn college credits and create a pathway to attain bachelor’s
degree in Education.
Learn at your own pace: Online classes enable you to create
a flexible study schedule based on your work and other
responsibilities.

Q: What is the program?
Q: How much does it cost?
A: The Associate Teacher Apprenticeship program is a full-time, A: As an apprentice, you are a full-time employee and will be
on-the-job learning program under qualified mentors and online
coursework. Upon completion of the program, the apprentice
receives an Associate Degree in Early Childhood Education
and a U.S. Department of Labor Certificate of Completion
recognized nationwide.

Q: Why apply?
A: Build your skills: Learn the fundamentals of becoming an

Associate Teacher to provide an increased level of knowledge and
care for your students.
Develop a career: Earn a Child Development Associate (CDA)
certification and Associate Degree in Early Childhood Education.
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earning wages and benefits from your employer. The cost of
college may be covered by your employer, state or federal or tribal
workforce funding. Also, Calista Shareholders and Descendants
are eligible to apply for Calista Education and Culture, Inc.
scholarships.

Q: How do I apply?
A: Your local school district would need to be registered with

U.S. Department of Labor to start the program within your school
district. This program has been approved for adults and junior high
school students. You do not have to leave your home community
to attain the Associate Teacher Degree.
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CALISTA EDUCATION & CULTURE, INC. PRESENTS

CUP’IG TEACHING MOMENT
UKSUR (UHK-SUURR) MEANS “WINTER” IN CUP’IG

Calista Corporation is introducing the Cup’ig Teaching Moment in
our Storyknife newsletter through Calista Education & Culture,
Inc. (CECI), to highlight Yuuyaraq (or Cuuyarer in Cup’ig), the
traditional/cultural way of being in our Region. This edition of
Cup’ig Teaching Moment is provided by Dale Smith, CECI Project
Manager.
Nunivak Cup’ig is a language—or separate dialect of Central
Alaskan Yup’ik—spoken in Central Alaska on Nunivak Island by
Nunivak Cup’ig people. The people of Nunivak Island (Nuniwar
in Nunivak Cup’ig) call themselves Cup’ig. A separate distinction
should be noted, people from the village of Chevak call themselves
Cup’ik. The name Cup’ig—with a “g”—is used for the Nunivak
Island dialect and the name Cup’ik—with a “k”—is used for the
Hooper Bay-Chevak Yup’ik dialect.
Cup’ig word endings: Majority of the Cup’ig word endings
include “r” (example: Uksuar – fall). Another common ending is
the letter “g” (example: Maklag – bearded seal). Most Yup’ik words
end with a “k” or “q.”

The Cup’ig word for “winter” is Uksur (UHK-suurr). In Yup’ik, it’s
spelled Uksuq (UHK-suuk).
The Cup’ig dialect is threatened. Nunivak Islanders have inhabited
the island for over 2,000 years. Mekoryuk is the only village located
on the northern part of the island. Shareholders originally from
Mekoryuk live in the village, and are scattered throughout Alaska,
the Lower 48, and even internationally. The majority of the fluent
speaking Elders have passed. Although the local school has a
Cup’ig language class for elementary students, it is still in danger.

Calista Corporation Shareholders from Mekoryuk, Nancy Edwards (left)
and Bertha Andrew (right), taken at fish camp on Nunivak Island.
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• Save trees for maqiis

PERSONAL DATA FORM - JAN/FEB 2022
Shareholder Name ___________________________________________________
New Mailing Address ________________________________________________
City _______________________________State __________ Zip ______________
Phone ____________________________ Last 4 SSN ______________________
Birth Year ___________________________________________________________
Would you like Calista to send you new Will forms?

Yes

No

Village Corporation Shares ___________________________________________

Anchorage, Alaska 99503

5015 Business Park Blvd., Suite #3000

Calista Shares _______________________________________________________

Please change my address as I have indicated above. I understand that
you cannot make address changes without my permission and signature,
which I hereby give of my own free will and without constraint. I further
authorize Calista and its subsidiaries to share this information internally and
in accordance with law.
Shareholder Signature _______________________________________________
(Two witnesses are required if Shareholder signs with an “X.”)
Date ________________________________________________________________
Signature of Witness 1 _______________________________________________
Signature of Witness 2 _______________________________________________

Mail to:

5015 Business Park Blvd., Suite 3000
Anchorage, AK 99503
Toll Free 800-277-5516 • Fax 907-275-2922
www.calistacorp.com

